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ABSTRACT
We introduce a suitable adapted ordering for the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra
(i.e. with mixed boundary conditions for the fermionic fields). We show that the ordering
kernels for complete Verma modules have two elements and the ordering kernels for G-closed
Verma modules just one. Therefore, spaces of singular vectors may be two-dimensional
for complete Verma modules whilst for G-closed Verma modules they can only be one-
dimensional. We give all singular vectors for the levels 1
2
, 1, and 3
2
for both complete
Verma modules and G-closed Verma modules. We also give explicit examples of degenerate
cases with two-dimensional singular vector spaces in complete Verma modules. General
expressions are conjectured for the relevant terms of all (primitive) singular vectors, i.e. for
the coefficients with respect to the ordering kernel. These expressions allow to identify all
degenerate cases as well as all G-closed singular vectors. They also lead to the discovery
of subsingular vectors for the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra. Explicit examples of
these subsingular vectors are given for the levels 1
2
, 1, and 3
2
. Finally, the multiplication
rules for singular vector operators are derived using the ordering kernel coefficients. This
sets the basis for the analysis of the twisted N = 2 embedding diagrams.
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2 Singular dimensions of the N = 2 superconformal algebras II:
1 Introduction
The spectacular gain of importance of superstring theory in physics over the past fifteen years
asked for solutions to challenging problems on the mathematics side. Just like for any quantum
field theory, a key problem is the study of the underlying symmetry algebra in order to under-
stand the space of states of the physical theory. Almost at the same time as Ademollo et al.1
identified for the first time the symmetry algebras of the superstrings, Kac was already studying
these objects among his classification of superalgebras24. These symmetry algebras are known
as superconformal algebras because the Virasoro algebra is a subalgebra due to the conformal
invariance on the string world-sheet. The study of the representations of the superconformal
algebras is one of these challenging problems for mathematics. Despite its importance, satisfac-
tory answers are still not known for most superconformal algebras. Increasing the number of
fermionic currents N the structure of the representations of the superconformal algebras gets
more and more complicated. The case of the N = 1 superconformal algebra is well understood
thanks to many authors2, 6, 5, 18, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28, 30. However, its representation theory is very close
to the representation theory of the Virasoro algebra. Already for the N = 2 superconformal
algebras there are still many open questions, even though much progress has been made in
recent years8, 12, 11, 20, 21, 14. For the N = 2 superconformal algebras many aspects arise that are
new to representations of chiral algebras. One of these aspects is the existence of degenerate
singular vectors12, 21. That is, N = 2 superconformal Verma modules can have at the same
level and with the same charge more than one linearly independent singular vectors. Thus
the study of the embedding structure as well as the computation of character formulae for the
representations is much more complicated than in the case where the comparison of level and
charge is already enough in order to decide if two singular vectors are proportional, as it is for
the Virasoro algebra and for the N = 1 superconformal algebra.
In physics, the different types of superconformal symmetry algebras, for the same number of
fermionic fields N , arise through the different choices of periodicity conditions for the fermionic
currents around a closed superstring world-sheet, as well as for different choices of the Virasoro
generators (i.e. of the stress-energy tensor). For the standard choice of Virasoro generators,
the superconformal algebras resulting from antiperiodic boundary conditions are called Neveu-
Schwarz algebras, those corresponding to periodic boundary conditions are called Ramond
algebras and those with mixed boundary conditions are called twisted superconformal algebras.
The N = 2 superconformal algebras fall under four types: the Neveu-Schwarz N = 2 algebra,
the Ramond N = 2 algebra, the topological N = 2 algebra, and the twisted N = 2 algebra.
The first three algebras are isomorphic, nevertheless their highest weight representations are
quite differenta. The topological N = 2 algebra, which is the symmetry algebra of topological
conformal fied theory, also plays an important roˆle in string theories9, 22, 7. This algebra is also
known as the ‘twisted topological’ N = 2 algebra because it can be obtained from the Neveu-
Schwarz N = 2 algebra by modifying the stress-energy tensor by adding the derivative of the
U(1) current, procedure known as ‘topological twist’.
We have studied the singular dimensions of the three isomorphic algebras in a recent
publication16, where we presented a formalism - the adapted ordering method - that allows us
to compute upper limits for the dimensions of singular subspaces simply by ordering the algebra
generators appropriately. If this order is chosen in a suitable way, then the computed upper
limits for these singular dimensions may actually be maxima. We applied this method directly
to the topological N = 2 algebra proving its usefullness, and then we deduced the maximal
singular dimensions corresponding to the Neveu-Schwarz and to the Ramond N = 2 algebras.
aWe thank V. Kac for discussions on this point
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So far, not much attention has been given to the twisted superconformal algebras, which
appear for N = 2 for the first time. This is mainly due to the fact that field theories with mixed
periodicity conditions have not been considered for string theories. In the N = 2 case there
is just one twisted algebra whilst for bigger N there are several possible ways of mixing the
periodicity conditions of the fermionic fields and thus different twisted superconformal algebras
can be found. In this paper we will focus on the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra.
We will show that the method of adapted orderings can also be used for this algebra. For
the three isomorphic N = 2 algebras as well as for the Virasoro algebra we saw16 that the
suitably chosen adapted ordering assigns a special roˆle to the powers of the Virasoro generator
L−1. Surprisingly enough, in the twisted N = 2 case this roˆle is taken over for the first time
by another generator. Furthermore, we will see that the twisted N = 2 algebra requires its
two fermionic fields to be mixed rather than kept separate as for the other N = 2 algebras.
Hence the twisted N = 2 algebra behaves very differently from the other N = 2 algebras
with respect to the adapted ordering method. Nevertheless, the method still works and we
can prove that the computed upper limits for the singular dimensions are actually maxima.
Even though the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra contains two fermionic fields, at the
algebraic level it looks as if it really contains only one. Furthermore the parameter space of
the conformal weights is just one-dimensional, unlike the corresponding parameter spaces for
the three isomorphic N = 2 algebras. For both reasons, one would have naively suggested that
the singular dimensions have to be less than or equal to 1. Surprisingly enough we will show
that the maximal singular dimension is in fact 2. Surely, these two-dimensional spaces are not
spanned by any tangent space of vanishing surfaces corresponding to singular vectors - as it is
the case for the three isomorphic N = 2 algebras - simply due to the fact that the parameter
space is only one-dimensional. The singular dimension 2 arises rather in a completely new
way due to the intersection of two different one-parameter families of singular vectors. This is
another reason for which the twisted N = 2 algebra is so far unique of its kind.
Superconformal algebras seem to have many surprising features. Not only does this paper
show that recent achievements follow the correct way to tackle these and to learn much, which
will be helpful to analyse even more complicated conformal structures, it also shows that the
twisted N = 2 algebra gives more new and different insight in superconformal representation
theory. Furthermore this paper creates the basis for the study of the embedding structure of
the twisted N = 2 highest weight representations since we deduce the singular dimensions as
well as the multiplication rules for singular vector operators. Both are crucial for the analysis
of the embedding structure. We will also give answers to the question whether the twisted
N = 2 superconformal algebra contains subsingular vectors. The study of the embedding
diagrams, that is the structure of descendant (secondary) singular vectors, will be considered
in a forthcoming publication.
This paper is organised in the following way. After a small introduction with the necessary
facts about the twisted N = 2 algebra in section 2, we review the concept of adapted orderings
and its main implications in section 3, in a version suitable for the twisted N = 2 algebra.
In section 4 we then introduce an adapted ordering for the Verma modules of the twisted
N = 2 algebra. This allows us to compute the upper limits for the singular dimensions and
the multiplication rules for singular vector operators in section 5. That these upper limits
are in fact maximal dimensions is demonstrated in section 6 using explicit examples which are
supplemented by more examples in appendix A. Based on both theoretical results and explicit
computational results we give a reliable conjecture for the coefficients of the relevant terms of all
twisted N = 2 singular vectors in section 7. Using this conjecture we can characterize all cases
of degenerate (i.e. two-dimensional) singular vectors for all levels. This conjecture leads to the
discovery of subsingular vectors, which are singular in the G-closed Verma modules considered
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in section 8 and in appendix B. It also leads to the identification of all G-closed singular vectors,
which are the issue of section 9. We conclude the paper with some final remarks in section 10.
2 The twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra
The twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra J2 consists of the Virasoro algebra generators
b Lm,
m ∈ Z, corresponding to the stress-energy tensor, a Heisenberg algebra Tr, with half-integral
r ∈ Z 1
2
, corresponding to the U(1) current, and the fermionic generators Gk, k ∈ Z
1/2, which are
the modes of the two spin-3/2 fermionic fields. J2 satisfies the following commutation relations
c.
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +
C
12
(m3 −m) δm+n,0 ,
[Lm, Gk] = (
1
2
m− k)Gm+k ,
[Lm, Tr] = −rTm+r ,
[Tr, Ts] =
1
3
Crδr+s,0 , (1)
[Tr, Gk] = Gr+k ,
{Gk, Gl} = 2δ
Z
k+l(−1)
2kLk+l − δ
Z 1
2
k+l(−1)
2k(k − l)Tk+l +
C
3
δZk+l(−1)
2k(k2 −
1
4
)δk+l,0 ,
[Lm, C] = [Tr, C] = [Gk, C] = 0 ,
with δSm = 1 if m ∈ S and δ
S
m = 0 otherwise, (−1)
2k = +1 for k ∈ Z and (−1)2k = −1
for k ∈ Z 1
2
, m,n ∈ Z, r, s ∈ Z 1
2
, and finally k, l ∈ Z1/2. For the Neveu-Schwarz, Ramond
and topological N = 2 algebras one usually chooses a basis in which the odd generators are
nilpotent. If we want to keep the L0-grading of the basis for the algebra generators then such a
choice does not exist for the twisted N = 2 algebra. Nevertheless, the squares of the fermionic
operators can be expressed in terms of Virasoro operators, as one can deduce easily from the
commutation relations Eqs. (1) :
G2k = (−1)
2kL2k − δk,0
C
24
, k ∈ Z1/2 . (2)
The central term C commutes with all other operators and can therefore be fixed as c ∈ C.
HJ2 = span{L0, C} defines a commuting subalgebra of J2, which can therefore be diagonalised
simultaneously. Generators with positive index span the set of positive operators J+2 of J2 and
likewise generators with negative index span the set of negative operators J−2 of J2:
J+2 = span{Lm, Tr, Gk : m ∈ N, r ∈ N 1
2
, k ∈ N1/2} , (3)
J−2 = span{L−m, T−r, G−k : m ∈ N, r ∈ N 1
2
, k ∈ N1/2} . (4)
bWe use the notation N = {1, 2, 3, . . .}, N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, N 1
2
= { 1
2
, 3
2
, 5
2
, . . .}, N1/2 = N ∪ N 1
2
,
N
1/2
0 = N0 ∪N 1
2
, and also Z = {. . . ,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .}, Z 1
2
= {. . . ,− 3
2
,− 1
2
, 1
2
, 3
2
, . . .}, Z1/2 = Z ∪ Z 1
2
.
cThe earlier way of writing the twisted N = 2 commutation relations, as for instance given by
Boucher, Friedan, and Kent8, is to distinguish the modes of the two fermionic fields explicitly using
superscripts 1 and 2. However, algebraically it is not necessary to distinguish them as one of the fields
has modes with integral indices and the other one has modes with half-integral indices. In order to avoid
the imaginary unit i appearing in the commutation relations, we have, for convenience, redefined iGr as
Gr for r ∈ Z 1
2
compared to the notation in Ref. 8.
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The zero modes are spanned by J02 = span{L0, G0, C} such that the generator G0 classifies the
different types of Verma modules as we will analyse shortly. One usually extends the algebra by
the parity operatord (−1)F which commutes with all operators Lm, Tr, and C and anticommutes
with Gk:
[(−1)F , Lm] = [(−1)
F , Tr] = [(−1)
F , C] = 0 ,m ∈ Z , r ∈ Z 1
2
,
{(−1)F , Gk} = 0 , k ∈ Z
1/2 .
The operator (−1)F will serve us later to distinguish fermionic from bosonic states in the space
of states. As (−1)F commutes with HJ2 it can also be diagonalised simultaneously to HJ2 .
As usual, a simultaneous eigenvector |∆〉 of HJ2 and (−1)
F with L0-eigenvalue ∆ (the
conformal weight), C-eigenvaluee c (the conformal anomaly), and vanishing J+2 action is called
a highest weight vector, corresponding in fact to the state with lowest conformal weight in a given
representation of the algebra. Unless otherwise stated, we set |∆〉 to have (−1)F -eigenvaluef
(parity) +. Additional zero-mode vanishing conditions are possible only with respect to the
operator G0 which may or may not annihilate a highest weight vector |∆〉 (c.f. Ref. 16,
definition 3.A). If G0 annihilates the highest weight vector we shall denote it by a superscript
in |∆〉G and call this highest weight vector G-closed. Since G20 = L0 −
c
24 , any G-closed vector
necessarily has conformal weight ∆ = c24 . Verma modules are defined in the usual way as the
left module obtained by acting with the universal enveloping algebra U(J2) on a highest weight
vector:
V∆ = U(J2)⊗HJ2⊕J
+
2
|∆〉 , (5)
VGc
24
= U(J2)⊗HJ2⊕J
+
2 ⊕span{G0}
∣∣∣∣ c24
〉G
, (6)
If the highest weight vector is G-closed, then we call the Verma module VGc
24
(which is not
complete therefore) also G-closed.
For an eigenvector Ψpl of HJ2 in V∆ the conformal weight is ∆+l and the parity is p with l ∈
N
1/2
0 and p ∈ {±}. For convenience we will sometimes denote the level and the parity as |Ψ
p
l |L = l
and |Ψpl |F = p. Singular vectors Ψ
±
l of a Verma module V∆ are eigenvectors of HJ2 with parity
± that are not proportional to the highest weight vector but are annihilated by J+2 . They
correspond therefore to the states with lowest conformal weight in a given subrepresentation
of the algebra. They may also satisfy an additional vanishing condition with respect to the
operator G0 in which case we add a superscript G in the notation Ψ
±G
l and call it a G-
closed singular vector. Obviously G-closed singular vectors satisfy similar restrictions on their
conformal weight as G-closed highest weight vectors: ∆+ l = c24 . Most singular vectors can be
constructed by acting with algebra generators on another singular vector at a lower (or equal)
level. These are called secondary singular vectors. Otherwise, they are called primitive singular
vectors. The singular vector operator θ±l of Ψ
±
l is the unique operator in U(J
−
2 ⊕ {G0}) such
that Ψ±l = θ
±
l |∆〉 and similarly for Ψ
±G
l where U(J
−
2 ⊕ {G0}) is replaced by U(J
−
2 ).
Singular vectors and all their descendant vectors (i.e. all the states that are produced by
acting with algebra generators on the singular vectors) have vanishing (pseudo-)norms under the
standard inner product. Vectors with zero norm are usually called null vectorsg. The quotient
dNote that due to Eq. (2) the fermion number F is not well defined, however, the parity (−1)F is.
eFor simplicity we will supress the eigenvalue of C in |∆, c〉 and simply write |∆〉.
fInstead of parity ±1 we shall simply say parity ±.
gStrictly speaking, null-vectors should only be vectors in the kernel of the inner product matrix and
hence decouple completely from the whole space of states. If the pseudo-norm is not positive semi-definite
there may be vectors with vanishing pseudo-norm that are not null-vectors15.
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module where all null vectors are set to 0 is hence an irreducible highest weight representation.
Conversely, all irreducible highest weight representations can be constructed in this way. How-
ever, singular vectors and their descendants do not necessarily span the whole submodule of
null vectors. The quotient module of the Verma module divided by the submodule spanned by
all singular vectors may again contain new singular vectors, called subsingular vectors. Subsin-
gular vectors and their descendants are also null vectors. Subsingular vectors do not appear for
the Virasoro algebra neither for the N = 1 superconformal algebras. However, they have been
discovered for the three isomorphic N = 2 superconformal algebras in Refs. 21, 20. In these
cases, the existence of subsingular vectors is very closely related to the existence of singular
operators annihilating a singular vector as shall be discussed in a forthcoming publication15.
That the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra also has subsingular vectors will be shown in
section 8. of this paper.
Even though the set of null vectors consists of singular vectors, subsingular vectors, and all
their descendants, the null vectors with lowest level in a Verma module are certainly singular
vectors (i.e. annihilated by all the positive operators). Therefore, the lowest level at which
the determinant of the inner product matrix vanishes indicates the presence of (at least) one
singular vector. Hence the determinant formula is one of the most important tools for analysing
highest weight representations. For the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra the determinant
formula has been given by Boucher, Friedan, and Kent8. For level zero the determinant formulae
are detM+0 = 1 and detM
−
0 = ∆−
c
24 . For level l ∈ N
1/2 and parity ± the determinant formulae
are:
detM±l = (∆−
c
24
)
P (l)
2
∏
1≤rs≤2l
sodd
[2(
c
3
− 1)(∆ −
c
24
) +
1
4
((
c
3
− 1)r + s)2]P (l−
rs
2
) , (7)
where r and s are positive integers (s odd). The partition function P (l), that can be found
in Ref. 8, satisfies P (0) = 1. The two parity sectors ± have exactly the same determinant
expressions. This correspondence is in fact even closer since the operator G0 interpolates
between the two sectors, provided G0 does not act on any G-closed vector. Let us analyse this
correspondence closer for singular vectors.
For a given singular vector Ψ+l = θ
+
l |∆〉 ∈ V∆ with singular operator θ
+
l we can construct
two negative parity singular vectors:
Ψ−G,l = θ
+
l G0 |∆〉 , (8)
GΨ
−
l = G0θ
+
l |∆〉 . (9)
Likewise, G0 constructs two positive parity singular vectors from a singular vector Ψ
−
l =
θ−l |∆〉 ∈ V∆:
Ψ+G,l = θ
−
l G0 |∆〉 , (10)
GΨ
+
l = G0θ
−
l |∆〉 . (11)
One might therefore believe that singular vectors always come in groups of (at least) 4. However,
this assumes that these 4 vectors are actually linearly independent, what is not true as one can
guess from the fact that P (0) = 1 in the determinant formulae, pointing towards the existence
of, generically, one singular vector of each parity at the same level in the same Verma module.
This issue will be considered in section 7. In the case of G-closed Verma modules or G-closed
singular vectors some of these vectors are actually trivial, an issue that is important for the
discussion of embedding diagrams.
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For elements Y of J2 which are eigenvectors of HJ2 and (−1)
F with respect to the adjoint
representation we define the level |Y |L as [L0, Y ] = |Y |LY and in addition the parity |Y |F as
[(−1)F , Y ] = |Y |FY . In particular, elements of the form
Y = L−mL . . . L−m1T−sT . . . T−s1G−kG . . . G−k1T
n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 , (12)
where r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1} and any reorderings of Y have level |Y |L =
∑L
j=1mj+
∑T
j=1 sj+
∑G
j=1 kj+
n+r1
2 and parity |Y |F = (−1)
G+r1+r2 . For these elements we shall also define their length
‖Y ‖ = L+ T +G. For the trivial case we set |1|L = ‖1‖ = 0 and |1|F = +1. For convenience
we define the following sets of negative operators for l ∈ N1/2
Ll = {Y = L−mL . . . L−m1 : mL ≥ . . . ≥ m1 ≥ 1, |Y |L = l} , (13)
Tl = {Y = T−sT . . . T−s1 : sT ≥ . . . ≥ s1 ≥
3
2
, |Y |L = l} , (14)
Gl = {Y = G−kG . . . G−k1 : kG > . . . > k1 ≥ 1, |Y |L = l} , (15)
L0 = T0 = G0 = {1} . (16)
We can now define a graded basis for the Verma modules which we use as the standard basis
and on which we shall later construct the adapted ordering. A preliminary step is to define for
l ∈ N
1/2
0
S±l = {Y = LTG : L ∈ Lm, T ∈ Tr, G ∈ Gk,
|Y |L = l = m+ r + k, |Y |F = ±1 = |G|F , m,∈ N0, r, k ∈ N
1/2
0
}
. (17)
This leads for l ∈ N
1/2
0 to:
C±l =
{
Sk,p T
2l−2k−r1
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 : Sk,p ∈ S
p
k , k ∈ N
1/2
0 , r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1},
2l − 2k − r1 ≥ 0, p(−1)
r1+r2 = ±1
}
. (18)
A typical element of C±l is hence of the form
Y = L−mL . . . L−m1T−sT . . . T−s1G−kG . . . G−k1T
n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 , (19)
r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}, such that |Y |L = m and |Y |F = ±1. Sk,p of Y ∈ C
±
l is called the leading part of
Y and is denoted by Y ∗. Hence, we can define the following standard basis:
B∆ =
{
X |∆〉 : X ∈ C±l , l ∈ N
1/2
0
}
, (20)
obtaining finally the Verma module V∆ = span{B∆}.
The basis Eq. (20) is naturally N
1/2
0 ⊗ {±1} graded with respect to their L0 and (−1)
F
eigenvalues, where the L0-eigenvalue (the level) is seen relative to the eigenvalue ∆ of the
highest weight vector.
The normal form of an eigenvector of the commuting subalgebra HJ2 is defined as the basis
decomposition with respect to the standard basis Eq. (20).
Ψpl =
∑
X∈Cp
l
cXX |∆〉 . (21)
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We call the operators X ∈ Cpl simply the terms of Ψ
p
l and the coefficients cX its coefficients.
Terms X with non-trivial coefficients cX are called non-trivial terms of Ψ
p
l .
For each of the two types of twisted Verma modules V∆ and V
G
c
24
we can thus think of two
types of singular vectors Ψ±l and Ψ
±G
c
24
−∆ (both). However, the latter does not exist in G-closed
Verma modules, as G-closed Verma modules V c
24
contain at level 0 only the highest weight
vectorh .
To conclude this section, we should mention that in the case of a G-closed Verma module
VGc
24
the basis Eq. (20) simplifies to
BGc
24
=
{
X
∣∣∣∣ c24
〉
: X ∈ C±Gl , l ∈ N
1/2
0 ,
}
, (22)
where
C±Gl =
{
Sk,p T
2l−2k−r1
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
: Sk,p ∈ S
p
k , k ∈ N
1/2
0 , r1 ∈ {0, 1},
2l − 2k − r1 ≥ 0, p(−1)
r1 = ±1} , l ∈ N
1/2
0 . (23)
All other definitions and results carry over to the G-closed case simply by considering ∆ = c24 .
3 Adapted orderings and singular dimensions
A key question for the theory of highest weight representations is the dimension of any space of
singular vectors that may appear at a given level l ∈ N
1/2
0 with fixed parity p ∈ {±} in a Verma
module V∆. In Ref. 16 we have shown that these dimensions, called singular dimensions, are
closely related to the ordering kernel of an adapted ordering on the set Cpl . In fact, it is the
number of elements of the ordering kernel that sets an upper limit on the singular dimensions of
a Verma module. Before we introduce an adapted ordering O on C±l and compute its ordering
kernel as defined in Ref. 16, we shall first review a few results on adapted orderings that are
crucial for our reasoning. An adapted ordering is simply a one-sided bounded total ordering on
Cpl satisfying the requirements specified in the following definition.
Definition 3.A A total ordering O on Cpl with global minimum is called adapted to the subset
CpAl ⊂ C
p
l , in the Verma module V∆ with annihilation operators K = J
+
2 , if for any element
X0 ∈ C
pA
l at least one annihilation operator Γ ∈ K exists for which
ΓX0 |∆〉 =
∑
X∈B∆
cΓX0X X (24)
contains a non-trivial term X˜ ∈ B∆ (i.e. c
ΓX0
X˜
6= 0) such that for all Y ∈ Cpl with X0<OY and
X0 6= Y the coefficient c
ΓY
X˜
in
ΓY |∆〉 =
∑
X∈B∆
cΓYX X (25)
is trivial: cΓY
X˜
= 0. The complement of CpAl , C
pK
l = C
p
l \ C
pA
l is the kernel with respect to the
ordering O in the Verma module V∆.
hThis resembles very much the result, for the Neveu-Schwarz and the topological N=2 algebras, that
chiral singular vectors do not exist in chiral Verma modules.
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If we replace in definition 3.A Cpl by C
pG
l , C
pA
l by C
pGA
l , V∆ by V
G
c
24
, and B c
24
by BGc
24
, then
we obtain the corresponding definition for a G-closed adapted ordering OG with ordering kernel
CpGKl . For both cases, O and OG, if we replace the annihilation conditions by K = J
+
2 ⊕ {G0}
we obtain the corresponding definition for G-closed vectors at level l, parity p.
Our aim is to introduce an adapted ordering on Cpl such that the resulting ordering kernels
are as small as possible. There are two main reasons to proceed in this way. First, for a given
singular vector Ψpl of V∆ the coefficients of the terms corresponding to the ordering kernel C
pK
l
determine the singular vector uniquely, i.e. if the normal forms of two singular vectors agree
on the ordering kernel then the singular vectors are identical. This also implies that for a given
singular vector Ψpl at least one element of the adapted kernel must be a non-trivial term of
Ψpl , otherwise Ψ
p
l would agree on the whole adapted kernel with the trivial vector and would
therefore be trivial itself. Secondly, the number of elements in the ordering kernel CpKl is an
upper limit for the singular dimensions of V∆ at level l, parity p. These results are the content
of two theorems which we proved in a very general setting in Ref. 16. Due to their importance
for our later considerations we repeat these theorems here adapted to the particular case of the
twisted N = 2 algebra J2.
Theorem 3.B Let O denote an adapted ordering on CpAl at level l, parity p, with ordering
kernel CpKl for a given Verma module V∆ and annihilation operators K = J
+
2 . If the normal
form of two vectors Ψp,1l and Ψ
p,2
l at the same level l and parity p, both satisfying the highest
weight conditions, have c1X = c
2
X for all terms X ∈ C
pK
l , then
Ψp,1l ≡ Ψ
p,2
l . (26)
Theorem 3.C Let O denote an adapted ordering on CpAl at level l, parity p, with ordering
kernel CpKl for a given Verma module V∆ and annihilation operators K = J
+
2 . If the ordering
kernel CpKl has n elements, then there are at most n linearly independent singular vectors Ψ
p
l
in V∆ at level l with parity p.
Again, we can replace O on Cpl by OG on C
pG
l in order to obtain both theorems for G-closed
Verma modules VGc
24
. If we extend the annihilation operators from K = J+2 to K = J
+
2 ⊕ {G0},
which normally leads to a smaller ordering kernel, then both theorems hold with this smaller
ordering kernel for G-closed singular vectors ΨpGl .
4 Adapted ordering for the twisted N = 2 algebra
In this section we will define an adapted ordering on Cpl , given by Eq. (18), and compute its
ordering kernel which will later turn out to be the smallest possible ordering kernel. We will
conclude this section by transferring these results to the G-closed case CpGl . For convenience,
we shall first give an ordering on the sets Lm, Ts, and Gk.
Definition 4.A Let Y denote either L, T, or G, (but the same throughout this definition) and
take two elements Yi, i = 1, 2, such that Yi = Z
i
−ki
‖Yi‖
. . . Zi
−ki1
, |Yi|L = k
i for ki ∈ N
1/2
0 , or
Yi = 1, i = 1, 2, with Z
i
−ki
j
being generators of the type L−ki
j
, T−ki
j
, or G−ki
j
depending on
whether Y denotes L, T, or G respectively. For Y1 6= Y2 we compute the index
i j0 = min{j :
iFor subsets of N we define min ∅ = 0.
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k1j − k
2
j 6= 0, j = 1, . . . ,min(‖Y1‖, ‖Y2‖)}. If non-trivial, j0 is the index for which the levels of
the generators in Y1 and Y2 first disagree when read from the right to the left. For j0 > 0 we
then define
Y1<Y Y2 if k
1
j0 < k
2
j0 . (27)
If, however, j0 = 0, we set
Y1<Y Y2 if ‖Y1‖ > ‖Y2‖ . (28)
In order to get more familiar with these definitions let us consider the following examples:
L−2L−2L−1 <L L−5L−1 , where j0 = 2 ,
G−3G− 5
2
G−1 <G G− 5
2
G−1 , where j0 = 0 ,
T− 3
2
<
T
1 , where j0 = 0 . (29)
We can now define an ordering on Cpl which will turn out to be adapted with a sufficiently small
ordering kernel.
Definition 4.B On the set Cpl , l ∈ N
1/2, p ∈ {±} we introduce the total ordering O. For two
elements X1,X2 ∈ C
p
l , X1 6= X2 with Xi = L
iT iGiT n
i
− 1
2
G
ri1
− 1
2
G
ri2
0 , L
i ∈ Lmi , T
i ∈ Tsi, G
i ∈ Gki
for some mi, n
i ∈ N0, si, ki ∈ N
1/2 , ri1, r
i
2 ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, we define
X1<OX2 if n
1 > n2 . (30)
For n1 = n2 we set
X1<OX2 if r
1
1 > r
2
1 . (31)
If r11 = r
2
1 then we set
X1<OX2 if G
1<
G
G2 . (32)
In the case that G1 = G2 we then define
X1<OX2 if L
1<
L
L2 . (33)
If further L1 = L2 we set
X1<OX2 if T
1<
T
T 2 , (34)
which finally has to give an answer. For X1 = X2 we define X1<OX2 and X2<OX1.
Definition 4.B is well-defined since one obtains an answer for any pairX1,X2 ∈ C
p
l , X1 6= X2
after going through Eqs. (30)-(34), and hence the orderingO proves to be a total ordering on Cpl .
Namely, if Eqs. (30)-(34) do not give an answer on the ordering of X1 and X2, then obviously
X1 and X2 are of the form Xi = LTGT
n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
G
ri2
0 , with common L, T , G, n, and also r1.
The fact that both X1 and X2 have the same parity p implies further r
1
2 = r
2
2 and ultimately
X1 = X2.
It is easy to see that the O-smallest element of C+l is T
2l
− 1
2
followed by T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 whilst
the O-smallest element of C−l is T
2l
− 1
2
G0 followed by T
2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
. We will now show that the
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ordering O is adapted and we will compute the ordering kernels. It will turn out that the
elements of the ordering kernels are exactly the four elements just mentioned and therefore
they identify all singular vectors according to theorem 3.B. In section 6 we shall give examples
of singular vectors at low levels which show that these are indeed the smallest ordering kernels
for general values of ∆.
Theorem 4.C For all central terms c ∈ C, the ordering O is adapted to Cpl for all Verma
modules V∆, for all levels l with l ∈ N
1/2
0 , and for both parities p ∈ {±}. The ordering kernels
are given by the following tables for all levelsj l.
(−1)F ordering kernel
+1 {T 2l
− 1
2
, T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0}
−1 {T 2l
− 1
2
G0, T
2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
}
Tab. a Ordering kernels for O, annihilation operators J+2 .
(−1)F ordering kernel
+1 {T 2l
− 1
2
}
−1 {T 2l
− 1
2
G0}
Tab. b Ordering kernels for O, annihilation operators J+2 and G0.
For the proof of theorem 4.C we follow the lines of the proof for the topological N = 2
algebra given in Ref. 16. There, however, our strategy for the proof was to find annihilation
operators that were able to produce an additional operator L−1 which would create a term that
cannot be obtained by any O-bigger term. Obviously, in our present case T− 1
2
has taken over
the roˆle that was played by L−1 in the topological N = 2 case. (As a matter of fact this is the
first time that this roˆle is played by a generator different from L−1). The following proof makes
clear that in this case the adapted ordering method works for powers of T− 1
2
.
Proof: Let us start with the most general term X0 at level l, parity p, in C
p
l , l ∈ N
1/2
0 ,
p ∈ {±}.
X0 = L
0T 0G0T n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l , (35)
with
L0 = L−m‖L0‖ . . . L−m1 ∈ Lm ,
T 0 = T−s‖T0‖ . . . T−s1 ∈ Ts ,
G0 = G−k‖G0‖ . . . G−k1 ∈ Gk , (36)
m,n ∈ N0, s, k ∈ N
1/2
0 , r1, r2 ∈ {0, 1}, such that l = m+ s+ k+
n
2 +
r1
2 and p = (−1)
‖G0‖+r1+r2 .
We then construct the vector Ψ0 = X0 |∆〉.
In the case G0 6= 1 we look at G−k1 which necessarily has k1 >
1
2 and consider the positive
operator Gk1− 12
. The commutation relations of G−k1 and Gk1− 12
create a generator T− 1
2
(note
jNote that for level l = 0 some of the kernel elements obviously do not exist.
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that 2k1 −
1
2 > 0). Therefore, acting with the positive operator Gk1− 12
on Ψ0 = X0 |∆〉 we
obtain a non-trivial term XG in Gk1− 12
Ψ0 of the form
XG = L0T 0G˜0T n+1
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
−p
l−k1+
1
2
,
G˜0 = G−k‖G0‖ . . . G−k2 , (37)
or G˜0 = 1 in the case ‖G0‖ = 1. Any other term Y ∈ Cpl which also produces X
G under the
action of Gk1− 12
also creates at least one generator T− 1
2
under the action of Gk1− 12
or is already
O-smaller than X0 since Y would already have more generators T− 1
2
than X0. The latter case
is irrelevant for us in view of definition 3.A on adapted orderings. The action of one positive
operator can however create at most one new generator. We can therefore restrict ourselves to
terms Y of the form
Y = LY T YGY T n
− 1
2
G
rY1
− 1
2
G
rY2
0 ∈ C
p
l , (38)
with the same number n of generators T− 1
2
than X0. If Gk1− 12
creates XG acting on Y , then the
additional T− 1
2
could only be created in three ways. First, Gk1− 12
commutes with generators
in GY and creates T− 1
2
. Second, Gk1− 12
commutes with generators in LY T Y and creates Gk′
with k′ < k1 which furthermore commutes with generators in G
Y to create T− 1
2
. Third, Gk1− 12
commutes with generators in LY T YGY and creates G0 which then commutes with G− 1
2
in the
case of rY1 = 1 to create T− 1
2
. In the third case rY1 = 1 would obviously lead to Y being
O-smaller than X0 because then r1 = 0 (as X
G is the term produced from Y in this way), and
due to Eq. (31). In the first and second cases we obviously need to have a generator G−k in
GY with 12 < k < k1, or G−k1 itself is contained in G
Y and Gk1− 12
commutes only with this
generator. In the latter case X0 would consequently equal Y and in the former case Y is again
O-smaller than X0 according to Eq. (32). Hence, we have shown that the ordering O is adapted
on the set of terms X0 of the form Eq. (35) with G
0 6= 1.
Let us therefore continue with terms X0 of the form
X0 = L
0T 0T n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l . (39)
If L0 6= 1 we consider the positive operator Tm1− 12
. Acting with Tm1− 12
on Ψ0 = X0 |∆〉 creates
a non-trivial term
XT = L˜0T 0T n+1
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l−m1+
1
2
,
L˜0 = L−m‖L0‖ . . . L−m2 , (40)
or L˜ = 1 in the case ‖L0‖ = 1. Again, we find that any term Y ∈ Cpl which is not O-smaller
than X0 but still produces X
T under the action of Tm1− 12
needs to create exactly one generator
T− 1
2
and thus nY = n. As in the case before we find rY1 = r1, and also G
Y = 1, otherwise
Y <
O
X0. We can hence concentrate on terms Y of the form
Y = LY T Y T n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l , (41)
where also rY2 = r2 due to parity equality with X0. The only way of creating T− 1
2
from Y
under the action of Tm1− 12
is via commutation with generators in LY as the commutation with
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generators in T Y does not produce any new generators. Thus, Tm1− 12
can produce T− 1
2
in one
step by commuting with L−m1 if this is contained in L
Y . In this case, however, Y turns out
to be equal to X0. Another possibility is that Tm1− 12
produces T− 1
2
in more than one step by
commuting with generators in LY which obviously requires LY to contain generators L−m with
1 ≤ m < m1 and therefore Y <OX0 due to Eq. (33). We therefore have shown that the ordering
O is adapted on the set of terms X0 of the form Eq. (35) with G
0 6= 1 or L0 6= 1.
For the next step we can thus assume that X0 is of the form
X0 = T
0T n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l . (42)
If T 0 6= 1 we take the positive operator Ls1− 12
. Acting with Ls1− 12
on Ψ0 = X0 |∆〉 creates a
non-trivial term
XL = T˜ 0T n+1
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l−s1+
1
2
,
T˜ 0 = T−s‖T0‖ . . . T−s2 , (43)
or T˜ = 1 in the case ‖T 0‖ = 1. Similar arguments as above allow us to restrict ourselves to
terms Y of the form
Y = T Y T n
− 1
2
Gr1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l , (44)
as all other terms Y that also produce XL under the action of Ls1− 12
would automatically be
O-smaller than X0. Similarly as before, the only way of creating T− 1
2
from Y under the action
of Ls1− 12
is by commuting Ls1− 12
with generators in T Y . Exactly the same arguments as for LY
together with Eq. (34) show that either Y = X0 or Y <OX0. Hence, the ordering O is adapted
on the set of terms X0 of the form Eq. (35) with G
0 6= 1 or L0 6= 1 or T 0 6= 1. This already
proves the ordering kernels of table Tab. a.
Finally, if we also have G0 as annihilation operator, we can then act with G0 on terms X0
of the form
X0 = T
n
− 1
2
G− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
p
l , (45)
which creates a non-trivial term
X ′ = T n+1
− 1
2
Gr20 ∈ C
−p
l . (46)
Obviously, the only way of creating T− 1
2
by commuting G0 with products of generators is by
commuting it with G− 1
2
. Therefore any other term Y that creates X ′ under the action of G0
and is not O-smaller than X0 would also need to create one T− 1
2
and thus also have rY1 = r1 = 1,
besides nY = n. Trivially, we find in this case that Y = X0. This proves the ordering kernel of
table Tab. b which finally completes our proof of theorem 4.C. ✷
To conclude this subsection we mention that we can easily transfer these results to G-
closed Verma modules. It is fairly straightforward to see that the above proof also holds if we
set everywhere r2 ≡ 0. This however leads exactly to the G-closed case. Therefore, the same
ordering O of definition 4.B will also serve as ordering OG on C
pG
l in the case of a G-closed
Verma module VGc
24
. Setting r2 ≡ 0 everywhere in the proof of theorem 4.C obviously reduces
the ordering kernels. One easily finds the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.D For all central terms c ∈ C, the ordering O is adapted to CpGl for all Verma
modules VGc
24
, for all levels l with l ∈ N
1/2
0 , and for both parities p ∈ {±}. Ordering kernels are
given by the following tables for all levels l.
(−1)F ordering kernel
+1 {T 2l
− 1
2
}
−1 {T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
}
Tab. c Ordering kernels for O on CpGl , annihilation operators J
+
2 .
5 Singular dimensions and singular vectors of the twisted N = 2
algebra
As a consequence of the results of the previous section we will now be able to give an upper limit
for the dimensions of a singular vector space at a given level l ∈ N
1/2
0 with fixed parity p ∈ {±}.
In addition, we will use the ordering kernels in order to uniquely identify all singular vectors
(primitive as well as secondary) of the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra. In section 6 we
shall give explicit examples which prove that for particular Verma modules the upper limits are
indeed the maximal singular dimensions.
Theorem 3.C tells us that an upper limit for the dimension of a space of singular vectors
at fixed level l and parity p is given by the number of elements in the corresponding ordering
kernel CpKl . Using the tables of ordering kernels of theorem 4.C and theorem 4.D we can easily
give the following maximal singular dimensions.
Theorem 5.A For singular vectors Ψpl and G-closed singular vectors Ψ
pG
l in the Verma modules
V∆ and V
G
c
24
(both), one finds the following upper limits for the number of linearly independent
singular vectors at the same level l ∈ N
1/2
0 and with the same parity p ∈ {±}.
p = +1 p = −1
Ψpl ∈ V∆ 2 2
Ψpl ∈ V
G
c
24
1 1
ΨpGc
24
−∆ ∈ V∆ 1 1
ΨpG0 ∈ V
G
c
24
0 0
Tab. d Maximal dimensions for singular spaces of the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra.
Surely, not at each level the singular spaces will have the dimensions given in the previous
tables. In fact, for most levels in most Verma modules there will not be any singular vectors
at all. The determinant formulae of the inner product matrix8, given in section 2, indicate in
which Verma modules and at which levels singular vectors appear (for the first time). In the
following section we shall give examples of these singular vectors for low levels. From theorem
3.B we know that singular vectors can only exist if they contain in their normal form at least
one non-trivial term of the corresponding ordering kernel of theorem 4.C or 4.D. Furthermore,
if the normal forms of two singular vectors agree in the coefficients of the terms of the ordering
kernel, then the singular vectors are identical. This allows us to identify existing singular vectors
simply by their coefficients with respect to the terms of the ordering kernel. For the cases of
Tab. d with singular dimension 1 this implies that two singular vectors are already proven to
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be proportional if we can simply show that they are on the same level with the same parity. In
addition, if the coefficient of the term of the ordering kernel vanishes, then the singular vector
is trivial. Thus, the coefficient of T 2l
− 1
2
is already sufficient in order to see if a singular vector is
trivial, in the case of p = + (see tables Tab. b and Tab. c), whereas the coefficient of T 2l
− 1
2
G0
or T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
is sufficient in order to decide if a singular vector is trivial in the case p = −.
When the ordering kernel is two-dimensional we need the coefficients of the two terms in order
to uniquely define a singular vector. This justifies to introduce an appropriate notation, as
follows.
Definition 5.B Let Ψ±l = θ
±
l |∆〉 be a singular vector in V∆ at level l ∈ N
1/2
0 with parity {±}.
The normal form of Ψ+l is completely determined by the coefficients of T
2l
− 1
2
and T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0,
whilst the normal form of Ψ−l is determined by the coefficients of T
2l
− 1
2
G0 and T
2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
. We
thus use the following notation
(a, b)+l = θ
+
l = aT
2l
− 1
2
+ bT 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + . . . , (47)
(a, b)−l = θ
−
l = aT
2l
− 1
2
G0 + bT
2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
+ . . . , (48)
for the singular vector operators θ±l given in their normal form, where a, b ∈ C.
Notice that definition 5.B only makes sense if Ψ±l is a singular vector. Certainly for most pairs
a, b ∈ C singular vectors do not exist.
The advantage of this notation lies in the fact that we can easily obtain multiplication
rules for singular vector operators and construct descendant singular vectors. (In the context of
embedding diagrams, this issue will be analysed in more detail in a forthcoming publication).
For example, the product of the first terms of the singular vector operators
(a1T
2l1
− 1
2
+ b1T
2l1−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + . . .)(a2T
2l2
− 1
2
+ b2T
2l2−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + . . .) =
a1a2T
2(l1+l2)
− 1
2
+ (a1b2 + a2b1 −
b1b2
2
)T
2(l1+l2)−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + . . . , (49)
gives us the multiplication rule for (a1, b1)
+
l1
(a2, b2)
+
l2
provided the conformal weights match:
∆2 + l2 = ∆1. In the same way we can easily find similar rules for products involving negative
parity operators. The following theorem summarizes these results.
Theorem 5.C Given two singular vector operators θp1l1 and θ
p2
l2
for the Verma modules V∆1 and
V∆2 with ∆2 + l2 = ∆1 then θ
p1
l1
θ
p2
l2
|∆2〉 is either trivial or singular in V∆2 at level l1 + l2 with
parity p1p2. The resulting singular vector can be expressed in the following way, depending on
the multiplication rules which in turn depend on the parities:
(a1, b1)
+
l1
(a2, b2)
+
l2
|∆2〉 = (a1a2, a1b2 + a2b1 −
b1b2
2
)+l1+l2 |∆2〉 , (50)
(a1, b1)
+
l1
(a2, b2)
−
l2
|∆2〉 = (a1a2, a1b2 + a2b1[∆2 −
c
24
]−
b1b2
2
)−l1+l2 |∆2〉 , (51)
(a1, b1)
−
l1
(a2, b2)
+
l2
|∆2〉 = (a1a2 −
a1b2
2
,−2l2a1b2 + a2b1 − a1b2[∆2 −
c
24
])−l1+l2 |∆2〉 , (52)
(a1, b1)
−
l1
(a2, b2)
−
l2
|∆2〉 = (a1a2[∆2 −
c
24
]−
a1b2
2
, a2b1 − 2l2a1b2 − a1b2)
+
l1+l2
|∆2〉 . (53)
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For the vectors Ψ±G,l and GΨ
±
l , introduced in Eqs. (8)-(11), we can derive the corresponding
expressions by looking at operator products of the type
(aT 2l
− 1
2
+ bT 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + . . .)G0 = aT
2l
− 1
2
G0 + bT
2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
(L0 −
c
24
) + . . . , (54)
and similar products for negative parity vectors. We obtain the following results for Ψ±G,l =
(a, b)±G,l |∆〉 and GΨ
±
l = G(a, b)
±
l |∆〉 :
G(a, b)
−
l |∆〉 = (a−
b
2
,−b[∆−
c
24
]− 2la)−l |∆〉 , (55)
(a, b)−G,l |∆〉 = (a, b[∆ −
c
24
])−l |∆〉 , (56)
G(a, b)
+
l |∆〉 = (a[∆ −
c
24
]−
b
2
,−2la− b)+l |∆〉 , (57)
(a, b)+G,l |∆〉 = (a[∆ −
c
24
], b)+l |∆〉 . (58)
6 Level 1/2, level 1, and level 3/2 singular vectors.
Before we proceed in analysing the structure of the singular vectors we shall first give all singular
vectors at the lower levels 1/2, 1 and 3/2. These examples already prove that the upper limits
given for the singular dimensions are in fact not only upper limits but actually maximal singular
dimensions for certain Verma modules. The determinant formulae8, given in section 2, show
the existence of the parity − singular vector Ψ−0 at level 0 in the Verma modules V c24 , and also
show the existence of the singular vectors Ψ±r,s at level
rs
2 with parity ±, r, s ∈ N, s odd, in the
Verma modules V∆r,s(t) with:
∆r,s(t) = −
(rt+ s)2
8t
+
t
8
+
1
8
, (59)
c = 3 + 3t . (60)
These singular vectors Ψ±r,s are generically primitive. However in the case of intersections, with
two or more of them in the same Verma module, some of these singular vectors are actually
secondary.
By explicit computer calculations29 one finds the following singular vectors (one-parameter
families of singular vectors, to be precise) for parity +. The corresponding results for parity −
can easily be derived using the multiplication rules Eqs. (55)-(58). These singular vectors are
given in appendix A.
Level 12 :
Ψ+1,1(t) =
{
(t+ 1)T− 1
2
+ 4tG− 1
2
G0
} ∣∣∣∣− t+ 18t
〉
. (61)
Level 1:
Ψ+2,1(t) =
{
(2t+ 1)T 2
− 1
2
+ 8tT− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + 2t(2t+ 1)L−1
−4t(t+ 1)G−1G0
} ∣∣∣∣∣−3t
2 + 3t+ 1
8t
〉
. (62)
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Level 32 has two different singular vectors:
Ψ+3,1(t) =
{
(3t+ 1)T 3
− 1
2
+ 12tT 2
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 + 6t(3t + 2)L−1T− 1
2
−4t(4t+ 3)G−1T− 1
2
G0 + 8t
2L−1G− 1
2
G0 + 2t(3t + 1)G−1G− 1
2
+2t(t− 1)(3t + 1)T− 3
2
+ 8t(t2 − t− 1)G− 3
2
G0
} ∣∣∣∣∣−8t
2 + 5t+ 1
8t
〉
, (63)
Ψ+1,3(t) =
{
(t+ 3)T 3
− 1
2
+ 4tT 2
− 1
2
G− 1
2
G0 − 2t(t+ 3)L−1T− 1
2
−4tG−1T− 1
2
G0 − 8t
2L−1G− 1
2
G0 + 2t(t+ 3)G−1G− 1
2
−4(t+ 3)T− 3
2
− 8tG− 3
2
G0
} ∣∣∣∣−5t+ 98t
〉
. (64)
We can use the notation introduced in definition 5.B of the previous section in order to
identify the given examples of singular vectors in terms of their leading coefficients.
Ψ+1,1(t) = (t+ 1, 4t)
+
1
2
∣∣∣∣− t+ 18t
〉
, (65)
Ψ+2,1(t) = (2t+ 1, 8t)
+
1
∣∣∣∣∣−3t
2 + 3t+ 1
8t
〉
, (66)
Ψ+3,1(t) = (3t+ 1, 12t)
+
3
2
∣∣∣∣∣−8t
2 + 5t+ 1
8t
〉
, (67)
Ψ+1,3(t) = (t+ 3, 4t)
+
3
2
∣∣∣∣−5t+ 98t
〉
. (68)
We should note that at least at these levels there are no other singular vectors than the
ones predicted by the determinant formula. In principle, the determinant formula only proves
the existence of the singular vector at lowest level in a Verma module given by Eq. (59).
Continuation arguments extend the existence to the cases where the curves of Eq. (59) intersect.
The determinant formula does a priori not exclude the existence of so-called isolated singular
vectors which are primitive singular vectors that may appear at higher levels and are always
hidden behind a singular vector of type Ψ±r,s. As far as we know, such isolated singular vectors
have never been found for any chiral algebra.
As these examples are the complete set of singular vectors at levels 12 , 1, or
3
2 with positive
parity, we observe that the singular spaces at level 12 and level 1 are one-dimensional. However,
at level 32 we find that the conformal weights ∆3,1(t) and ∆1,3(t) intersect for t = ±1. In these
cases the corresponding singular vectors are Ψ+3,1(1) = (4, 12)
+
3
2
∣∣∣−74
〉
and Ψ+1,3(1) = (4, 4)
+
3
2
∣∣∣−74
〉
for t = 1, and Ψ+3,1(−1) = (−2,−12)
+
3
2
∣∣∣12
〉
and Ψ+1,3(−1) = (2,−4)
+
3
2
∣∣∣12
〉
for t = −1. Ob-
viously, for both values of t these singular vectors are linearly independent and thus span a
two-dimensional singular vector space. Therefore we also find degenerate singular vectors for
the twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra as already observed for the three isomorphic N = 2
superconformal algebras12, 20, 21.
We should stress that in the Virasoro case for a given level l ∈ N0 we also have different
one-parameter families of singular vectors ξp,q(t) that intersect for certain values of t. However,
for Virasoro Verma modules these singular vectors at such intersection points are always linearly
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dependent. This follows indirectly from the proof of Feigin and Fuchs17 and directly from the
results of Kent26 (see also our results in Ref. 16). The same happens for the Verma modules
of the N = 1 superconformal algebras. The degeneracy found for the Neveu-Schwarz N = 2
algebra12 (and for the topological and Ramond N = 2 algebras16, 21) is different in the sense
that one single uncharged vector ΨNSr,s may on its own describe a two-dimensional space under
certain conditions (+1 and −1 charged singular vectors intersecting in the same Verma module
and the uncharged singular vector becoming a secondary singular vector of them). At these
points t = t0 , Ψ
NS
r,s (t0) vanishes and the two-dimensional tangent space becomes a degenerate
singular space. The degeneracy found for the twisted N = 2 algebra is thus of a different
type since the singular vectors that intersect are generically primitive, like the vectors Ψ+3,1(1)
and Ψ+1,3(1), and Ψ
+
3,1(−1) and Ψ
+
1,3(−1) given above. It is in fact unique of its kind in the
sense that it has not been observed for any other chiral algebra so far in this form. In the
following section we will conjecture general expressions for the twisted N = 2 singular vectors
Ψ±r,s(t) (for the relevant coefficients of the terms corresponding to the ordering kernel) based
on explicit examples and also theoretical arguments. From these expressions one deduces that
the parametrised vectors Ψ±r,s(t) never vanish identically unlike the uncharged singular vectors
of the Neveu-Schwarz N = 2 algebra at the degenerate points.
7 All twisted N = 2 singular vectors.
We have learned in section 2 that every positive parity singular vector Ψ+r,s, corresponding to an
operator (a, b)+l , implies the existence of two singular vectors with negative parity at the same
level l, corresponding to the operators G(a, b)
−
l and (a, b)
−
G,l (and the other way around for Ψ
−
r,s).
These two negative (or positive) parity singular vectors may or may not be linearly independent.
If they were always linearly independent, then whenever a singular vector exists we would find
a two-dimensional singular space with the opposite parity. However, as was pointed out, the
fact that P (0) = 1 in the determinant formula, given by Eq. (7), points towards the existence
of, generically, one singular vector of each parity at the same level in the same Verma module
V∆r,s . Nevertheless, as we will see , even in the case where G(a, b)
−
l and (a, b)
−
G,l (or G(a, b)
+
l and
(a, b)+G,l) are proportional the maximal singular dimension may still be 2. In order to analyse
this case in more detail we will use the expressions given by Eqs. (55)-(58) for G(a, b)
−
l , (a, b)
−
G,l ,
G(a, b)
+
l and (a, b)
+
G,l .
Requiring that the two negative parity singular vectors are proportional, and using the
explicit expressions for ∆r,s(t), given by Eqs. (59), leads to two solutions:
b
a = 4
rt
rt+s or
b
a =
4 srt+s . Note that under the proportionality assumption, the case a = 0 also implies b = 0 and
thus (a, b)+l ≡ 0, which we want to exclude. Therefore, if either of the two conditions on the
ratio ba is satisfied, then the two negative parity singular vectors derived from a positive parity
singular vector would be proportional and thus the corresponding singular dimension may well
only be 1. Surprisingly enough, all examples found so far satisfy always the first of these two
conditions. These examples include the singular vectors at levels 12 , 1 and
3
2 given in section
6 as well as singular vectors at levels 2 and 52 . We believe that there must be a deep reason
behind this result, i.e. underlying the fact that all the singular vectors we have computed
satisfy the same condition (out of two possible ones) that prevents a positive parity singular
vector to impose the existence of a two-dimensional singular space of negative parity. For this
reason we conjecture that the positive parity singular vectors Ψ+r,s = (a, b)
+
rs
2
|∆r,s〉 follow the
ratio ba = 4
rt
rt+s . From this we can easily derive the corresponding ratio
b′
a′ for the negative
parity singular vectors Ψ−r,s = (a
′, b′)−rs
2
|∆r,s〉. These results allow us to conjecture the following
expressions for the twisted N = 2 singular vectors.
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Conjecture 7.A The singular vectors Ψ±r,s in the Verma modules V∆r,s(t) are given by:
Ψ+r,s(t) = (rt+ s, 4rt)
+
rs
2
|∆r,s(t)〉 , (69)
Ψ−r,s(t) = (−
2
r
, rt+ s)−rs
2
|∆r,s(t)〉 . (70)
Also for the negative parity singular vectors Ψ−r,s, the last two equations of Eqs. (55)-(58)
both lead to Ψ+r,s rather than to a pair of different singular vectors. The only exceptional cases
occur when Ψ±r,s or V∆ become G-closed and consequently some of these vectors vanish. This
will be considered in the following sections.
Using the superconformal fusion rules it may be possible to derive explicit expressions for
all the coefficients of the singular vectors Eqs. (69)-(70) in the spirit of Bauer, di Francesco,
Itzykson, and Zuber4,3, as it was possible for the Neveu-Schwarz N = 2 case10. This could also
lead to a proof of conjecture 7.A. For this purpose it would be necessary to develop15 first a
twisted superfield formalism following the approach of Ref. 13 for the Neveu-Schwarz algebras.
Based on conjecture 7.A it is easy to compute the Verma modules with degenerate singular
vectors, i.e. with singular spaces of dimension 2. For a given level l ∈ N
1/2
0 there are normally
multiple solutions to the number theoretical problem rs = 2l, r, s ∈ N, s odd. It happens the
first time for level l = 32 that we find multiple solutions r = 1, s = 3 and r = 3, s = 1. In the
general case one factorises the integer 2l in its prime factors
2l = 2n
P∏
i=1
p
ni
i , (71)
with pi > 2 distinct primes and n ∈ N, ni ∈ N0. The solutions to rs = 2l, r, s ∈ N, s odd are
then given by
rpi = 2
n
P∏
i=1
pkii ,
spi =
P∏
i=1
pni−kii , (72)
for each P -tuple pi = (k1, k2, . . . , kP ) ∈ N
P
0 , with ki ≤ ni, ∀i = 1, . . . , P . For example, at
level l = 630 we find the prime factorisation 2l = 22 × 32 × 5 × 7. Hence, we find 12 3-tuples
(k1, k2, k3) ∈ N
3
0 with k1 ≤ 2 and k2, k3 ≤ 1. We should note that for each level l ∈ N
1/2 there
exists at least one solution: r = 2l, s = 1. The number of solutions to rs = 2l, r, s ∈ N, s odd is
thus determined by the number of P -tuples pi = (k1, . . . , kP ) with pi ∈ N
P
0 and pi ≤ (n1, . . . , nP )
for the prime factorisation of 2l. Hence, there arek Πl =
∏P
i=1(ni + 1) solutions to rs = 2l,
r, s ∈ N, s odd.
Due to our conjecture 7.A we have generically only one-dimensional singular spaces defined
by the singular vectors Ψ+r,s (or Ψ
−
r,s) at level l =
rs
2 for all Πl solutions of r and s. That is,
these singular vectors with the same parity and level are located in different Verma modules.
The most interesting Verma modules are those, where some of these Πl solutions intersect and
may hence lead to two-dimensional singular spaces provided the corresponding singular vectors
are not proportional. Using conjecture 7.A we shall now investigate such cases of degeneration.
Let us note again that the singular dimension can not be bigger than 2 even though a priori we
would expect that even more than 2 solutions pii could intersect.
kWe define the empty product as
∏0
i=1 = 1.
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Let us analyse the intersections of the conformal weights ∆r,s(t) of the Πl solutions to
rs = 2l, r, s ∈ N, s odd. For fixed l ∈ N1/2 we find the prime factorisation as given above.
Let us now take two P -tuples pi1 and pi2 (pi1 6= pi2) and let us assume that the corresponding
conformal weights intersect: ∆r
pi1 ,spi1
= ∆r
pi2 ,spi2
. Applying Eq. (59) one gets straightforwardly
that this is the case if and only if
(
2n
P∏
i=1
p
k1
i
i t+
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k1i
i
)2
=
(
2n
P∏
i=1
p
k2
i
i t+
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k2i
i
)2
. (73)
This easily rearranges to two sign-symmetric solutions for the parameter t of the central exten-
sion c:
t = ±
1
2n
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k
1
i−k
2
i
i . (74)
Again, let us consider the example of level l = 630 and consider the two 3-tuples pi1 = (1, 1, 1)
and pi2 = (2, 0, 1) for the order (3, 5, 7) of the relevant prime factors. Eq. (74) tells us that
the conformal weights ∆r
pi1 ,spi1
and ∆r
pi2 ,spi2
have exactly 2 intersection points, namely t =
± 122×3×7 = ±
1
84 , where the two singular vectors Ψ
+
r
pi1 ,spi1
and Ψ+r
pi2 ,spi2
both exist. The key
question will now be whether these singular vectors are actually different and hence define a
two-dimensional singular space, or if they are proportional and thus lead to a one-dimensional
singular space instead.
For this purpose, let us again take two different P -tuples pi1 and pi2. The corresponding
conformal weights intersect for t = ± 12n
∏P
i=1 p
ni−k
1
i
−k2
i
i . Using conjecture 7.A we obtain the
corresponding singular vectors Ψ+r
pij
,s
pij
, j = 1, 2 as:
Ψ+r
pij
,s
pij
= (rpij t+ spij , 4rpij t)
+
l
∣∣∣∆r
pij
,s
pij
〉
, j = 1, 2 . (75)
Inserting the expressions Eqs. (72) for rpij and spij and replacing t by Eq. (74) we hence obtain
Ψ+r
pij
,s
pij
= ±(
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k
j¯
i
i ±
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k
j
i
i , 4
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k
j¯
i
i )
+
l
∣∣∣∆r
pij
,s
pij
〉
, j = 1, 2 , (76)
with 1¯ = 2 and 2¯ = 1. The determinant of the coefficients shows that Ψ+r
pi1 ,spi1
and Ψ+r
pi2 ,spi2
are
linearly dependent if and only if
±4
P∏
i=1
[p
ni−k1i
i ]
2 ∓ 4
P∏
i=1
[p
ni−k2i
i ]
2 = 0 , (77)
⇔
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k
1
i
i =
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k
2
i
i , (78)
⇔ pi1 = pi2 , (79)
in contradiction with our original assumption. Hence, the vectors Ψ+r
pi1 ,spi1
and Ψ+r
pi2 ,spi2
are
linearly independent for pi1 6= pi2. Similar arguments also show that Ψ−r
pi1 ,spi1
and Ψ−r
pi2 ,spi2
are
linearly independent for pi1 6= pi2 (at exactly the same values for t).
An important observation now is the following. On the one hand, we have proven that the
maximal singular dimension is 2 and, on the other, we have shown that for different P -tuples pi1
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and pi2 the corresponding singular vectors are always linearly independent at the intersection
points (i.e. in the same Verma module). Therefore, since for high levels l there are many
different P -tuples, the question arises whether or not it is possible that the conformal weights
of more than two P -tuples can intersect at the same value t, obtaining a contradiction to either
of our results. That this is not the case is shown in the following consideration. The conformal
weights of pi1 and pi2 (pi1 6= pi2) intersect at t = ±
1
2n
∏P
i=1 p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i . In the same way the
conformal weights of pi2 and pi3 (pi2 6= pi3) intersect at t¯ = ±
1
2n
∏P
i=1 p
ni−k
2
i
−k3
i
i . Assuming t = t¯
is equivalent to
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i =
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k2i−k
3
i
i , (80)
and thus
∏P
i=1 p
k1
i
i =
∏P
i=1 p
k3
i
i results in pi1 = pi3 due to the fact that the numbers pi are distinct
primes. Therefore, there are no values of t for which more than two conformal weights ∆rpi,spi
intersect for different P -tuples pi. We should stress again, that these results are based on the
conjecture 7.A which seems to be a very reliable conjecture. We summarise our results in the
following theorem.
Theorem 7.B Let us fix a level l ∈ N1/2. Based on the conjecture 7.A one finds that at the
level l = rs2 the singular vectors Ψ
±
r,s define generically one-dimensional singular spaces. The
only exceptions, where degenerate singular spaces of dimension 2 arise, occur necessarily for the
cases when two conformal weights ∆r1,s1(t) and ∆r2,s2(t) intersect. For each two different pairs
(r1, s1) and (r2, s2) with l =
r1s1
2 =
r2s2
2 , r1, r2, s1, s2 ∈ N, s1, s2 odd, there are two values of t
where such an intersection happens. These values are t = ± 12n
∏P
i=1 p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i and they are real
and rational in all cases. However, the conformal weights of three such pairs do not intersect
for any common values of t.
8 G-closed Verma modules.
We will now consider G-closed Verma modules VGc
24
and discuss the relation between the singu-
lar vectors in these (incomplete) Verma modules and the singular vectors in complete Verma
modules V∆ with ∆ =
c
24 . For this value the Verma module V c24 contains a singular vector
Ψ−0 = G0
∣∣ c
24
〉
at level 0 with parity −. In order to obtain irreducible representations one
considers the quotient space
VGc
24
=
V c
24
U(J2)Ψ
−
0
, (81)
which is precisely the G-closed Verma module VGc
24
. In fact, this quotient module is only one
among the quotient modules. We could equally well consider quotients with respect to modules
generated by singular vectors Ψ±r,s at levels
rs
2 . The reason why we are especially interested
in VGc
24
is twofold. First, for physical applications it could be relevant if a highest weight
vector (or a singular vector) is G-closed, which makes VGc
24
special compared to other quotient
spaces. Secondly, the Verma module V c
24
is easier to construct by explicit calculations than
most Verma modules with singular vectors. Nevertheless, we aim also at obtaining information
on the structure of quotient modules that is valid not only for VGc
24
but also for quotient modules
of similar type.
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Via the canonical map defined for quotient spaces, singular vectors from V c
24
are either
also singular in VGc
24
or they are trivial (they ‘go away’). The latter happens if and only if
the singular vector in question is a descendant vector of the singular vector Ψ−0 in V c24 . Thus,
singular vectors of VGc
24
can either be inherited from V c
24
via the canonical quotient map or they
appear for the first time in the quotient VGc
24
as vectors that were not singular in V c
24
. In the
latter case these singular vectors of VGc
24
are called subsingular vectors in V c
24
. The Virasoro
algebra does not allow any subsingular vectors which is a consequence of the proof of Feigin
and Fuchs17, neither do the N = 1 superconformal algebras2. Surprisingly enough, the N = 2
superconformal algebras contain subsingular vectors which have first been discovered in Refs.
20, 21 for the Neveu-Schwarz, the Ramond, and the topological N = 2 algebras. So far, nothing
was known about the existence of subsingular vectors in the twisted N = 2 case. Due to the
very different structure of this particular N = 2 algebra it was hard to say what one a priori
should expect. However, we will show in this section that the twisted N = 2 superconformal
algebra also contains subsingular vectors.
In section 5 we have found that the singular dimensions for G-closed Verma modules are just
1. Therefore, there are no degenerate singular vectors in G-closed Verma modules. A singular
vector in VGc
24
at level l can therefore be identified by the coefficient of only one particular term
(being zero or non-zero). The ordering kernel in Tab. c tells us that this particular term is T 2l
− 1
2
for the positive parity case and T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
for the negative parity one. We can thus give the
following theorem.
Theorem 8.A Two singular vectors in the G-closed Verma module VGc
24
at the same level and
with the same parity are always proportional. If a vector satisfies the highest weight conditions
at level l, with parity + or parity −, and its coefficient for the term T 2l
− 1
2
or T 2l−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
vanishes,
respectively, then this vector is trivial.
Before looking at explicit examples of singular vectors in VGc
24
we should first analyse whether
or not the existing singular vectors Ψ±r,s in V c24 are descendants of Ψ
−
0 . Requiring that ∆r,s(t
G) =
c
24 in Eq. (59) one identifies easily the values t
G of t for which Ψ±r,s exists in V c24 at level
rs
2 :
tGr,s = −
s
r
, (82)
for r, s ∈ N, s odd. We observe that if Ψ±r,s ∈ V c24 , which happens only for the values t
G
r,s, then
one finds also the singular vectors Ψ±nr,ns ∈ V c24 at levels
n2rs
2 for any positive integer n ∈ N.
Conjecture 7.A gives us the explicit form of the vectors Ψ±r,s. From Ψ
+
r,s = (rt+s, 4rt)
+
rs
2
∣∣ c
24
〉
one
obtains for the values of tGr,s that Ψ
+
r,s(t
G
r,s) = (0,−4s)
+
rs
2
∣∣ r−s
8r
〉
, and similarly Ψ−r,s = (−
2
r , rt +
s)−rs
2
∣∣ c
24
〉
leads to Ψ−r,s(t
G
r,s) = (−
2
r , 0)
−
rs
2
∣∣ r−s
8r
〉
. As the coefficient of T rs
− 1
2
for the positive parity
case and the coefficient of T rs−1
− 1
2
G− 1
2
in the negative parity case vanish, due to theorem 8.A
we hence find that the singular vectors Ψ±r,s(t
G
r,s) vanish in the quotient space V
G
c
24
. Therefore
the singular vectors Ψ±r,s(t
G
r,s) are descendant vectors of Ψ
−
0 (t
G
r,s). Consequently
l all the singular
vectors that can be found in VGc
24
are subsingular in V c
24
.
lStrictly speaking, we have to assume that there are no isolated singular vectors for the twisted N = 2
superconformal algebra. We have not been able to compute any isolated singular vectors neither have
they ever appeared for any other chiral algebra.
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By explicit computation one easily finds that singular vectors Υ±r,s do appear in V
G
r−s
8r
at
exactly the levels rs2 where the singular vectors Ψ
±
r,s disappear in the quotient kernel. (The
reasons for this will will be shown in a future publication15). In addition these are the only
singular vectors appearing in VGc
24
. The vectors Υ±r,s are hence subsingular vectors in the complete
Verma modules V r−s
8r
. This has been verified for levels 12 , 1, and
3
2 . The explicit results are
given in appendix B.
We conclude this section with another interesting fact about the G-closed Verma modules.
As we know, the singular dimension for G-closed Verma modules is only 1. One may wonder
what happens in the cases where V c
24
has a two-dimensional singular space. First of all, we have
just shown that if this happens then - due to the nature of the singular vectors Ψ±r,s - the whole
two-dimensional singular space would vanish in the quotient space VGc
24
as it is descendant of
Ψ−0 . Nevertheless, one could argue that for these cases the corresponding subsingular vectors
that appear in a one to one correspondence at the same levels than the singular vectors that
disappear, may span a two-dimensional subsingular space. However, Verma modules V∆ that
contain degenerate singular vectors never satisfy ∆ = c24 and therefore this question is redun-
dant. Namely, if we use in t = − sr the expressions of Eqs. (72) for r and s and require that
t = ± 12n
∏P
i=1 p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i in the case of degeneracy for two P -tuples pi
1 and pi2, one easily finds
±
1
2n
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i = −
1
2n
P∏
i=1
p
ni−2k1i
i . (83)
Taking into account that the pi are distinct primes then the only solution to Eq. (83) is, however,
pi1 = pi2, which shows that the modules V∆ with ∆ =
c
24 never have two-dimensional singular
spaces.
9 G-closed singular vectors.
In this last section we will analyse G-closed singular vectors in a very similar way as we have
analysed G-closed Verma modules in the previous section. Due to the constraints on the confor-
mal weights, there are no G-closed singular vectors in G-closed Verma modules, as mentioned
already earlier. Therefore, we take Ψ±r,s(t) ∈ V∆r,s(t) and impose the conformal weight constraint
∆r,s+
rs
2 =
c
24 which is satisfied by G-closed singular vectors. The condition ∆r,s+
rs
2 =
c
24 has
the unique solution
Gtr,s =
s
r
. (84)
Let us note the similarity between Gtr,s and t
G
r,s of the previous section.
According to the result that the singular dimension for G-closed singular vectors is 1, the
ordering kernel being given in table Tab. b, a G-closed singular vector Ψ±Gl at level l =
c
24 −∆
can be identified by the coefficient of T 2l
− 1
2
or T 2l
− 1
2
G0 (being zero or non-zero), depending on the
parity. We therefore give the following theorem.
Theorem 9.A Two G-closed singular vectors in the same Verma module V∆, at the same level
l = c24 −∆ and with the same parity are always proportional. If a G-closed vector satisfies the
highest weight conditions at level l = c24 −∆ and parity +, or parity −, and its coefficient for
the term T 2l
− 1
2
or T 2l
− 1
2
G0 vanishes, respectively, then this vector is trivial.
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Using the expressions for G(a, b)
∓
l given by Eqs. (55)-(58), we obtain for the vector G0Ψ
+
r,s =
G(rt+ s, 4rt)
−
rs
2
|∆r,s〉, in the case t =
Gtr,s, the result G0Ψ
+
r,s = (0, 0)
−
rs
2
|∆r,s〉. Since this vector
satisfies the highest weight conditions but has vanishing coefficient for the term T rs
− 1
2
G0, we find
that G0Ψ
+
r,s ≡ 0. Thus the singular vectors Ψ
+
r,s are G-closed for t =
Gtr,s =
s
r . Similarly, we
obtain for G0Ψ
−
r,s = G(−
2
r , rt + s)
+
rs
2
|∆r,s〉, in the case t =
Gtr,s, G0Ψ
−
r,s = (0, 0)
+
rs
2
|∆r,s〉 and
hence the singular vectors Ψ−r,s are also G-closed for t =
Gtr,s =
s
r . It is surprising the fact that
for t = Gtr,s all the singular vectors become G-closed (this is not required by first principles).
Theorem 9.B The singular vectors Ψ±r,s ∈ V∆r,s become G-closed exactly for the values of the
central parameter t = Gtr,s =
s
r , r, s ∈ N, s odd.
Like in the previous section, let us finally check that the cases where Ψ±r,s ∈ V∆r,s become
G-closed cannot be degenerate cases, as suggested by the results of table Tab. b. We set t = sr
and use again the expressions of Eqs. (72) for r and s. Requiring that t = ± 12n
∏P
i=1 p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i
in the case of degeneracy for two different P -tuples pi1 and pi2 we obtain
±
1
2n
P∏
i=1
p
ni−k1i−k
2
i
i = +
1
2n
P∏
i=1
p
ni−2k1i
i . (85)
Again, the only solution to Eq. (85) is pi1 = pi2, in contradiction with the assumption that
pi1 and pi2 are distinct. This shows that the degenerate cases do not correspond to G-closed
singular vectors, i.e. two-dimensional singular spaces are never G-closed.
10 Conclusions and prospects
In this paper we have applied the method of adapted orderings to the twisted N = 2 super-
conformal algebra. This shows, again, that this method is a powerful tool that can easily be
applied to a large classes of algebras. The way it works is rather simple and it is very flexible in
its use. Whereas the application of this method to the topological, Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond
N = 2 algebras in Ref. 16 assigned a special roˆle to the Virasoro generator L−1, for the twisted
N = 2 algebra this special roˆle has been taken over by the U(1) current generator T− 1
2
. Another
remarkable difference compared to our earlier applications of this method is that in the twisted
N = 2 case the fermionic field modes need to be mixed in the adapted ordering rather than
being kept separate.
As a result we have derived the singular dimensions and the ordering kernels for the twisted
N = 2 algebra. This reveals that also the twisted N = 2 algebra contains degenerate singular
spaces with dimension 2 in complete Verma modules, as it is the case for the three isomorphic
N = 2 algebras. On the other hand, G-closed Verma modules have singular dimension 1 and
therefore do not allow any degenerate singular spaces.
Based on the ordering kernel coefficients we have conjectured general expressions for the
relevant terms of all (primitive) singular vectors. These expressions lead to the identification
of all degenerate cases with singular dimension 2 and also to the identification of all G-closed
singular vectors. These expressions also lead to the discovery of subsingular vectors for the
twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra. As in many examples for the other N = 2 supercon-
formal algebras, these subsingular vectors appear in relation to additional vanishing conditions
on a singular vector. This relation can be generally proven and will be given in a forthcoming
paper15. We have seen that ordering kernel coefficients play a crucial roˆle in this matter.
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We have also computed multiplication rules for singular vector operators, which sets the
foundation for the study of the twisted N = 2 embedding diagrams which will be investigated
in a future publication.
The twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra has hence proven to have a rather rich struc-
ture that contains many features that were also discovered for the three isomorphic N = 2
superconformal algebras. Nevertheless, the way these features appear in the case of the twisted
N = 2 algebra is quite different from the way they appear for the other N = 2 algebras. For
example, the degenerate singular spaces are produced simply by the intersection of two primi-
tive singular vectors. For no other N = 2 algebra primitive singular vectors at the same level
and with the same charge are linearly independent. Furthermore, the discovery of degenerate
singular vectors in the twisted N = 2 case is rather surprising as the underlying parameter
space is just one-dimensional. The twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra hence turns out
to be quite distinct from all other superconformal algebras analysed so far in the literature.
This raises the need for the analysis of twisted superconformal algebras for higher N - a very
interesting question already because the periodicity conditions of more than 2 fermionic fields
can be mixed in different ways. The concept of adapted orderings should apply also in these
cases.
A Examples of negative parity singular vectors
For completeness we shall also give all singular vectors with negative parity at level 12 , 1, and
3
2 . They were found by explicit computer calculations
29.
Level 12 :
Ψ−1,1(t) =
{
−2T− 1
2
G0 + (t+ 1)G− 1
2
} ∣∣∣∣− t+ 18t
〉
. (86)
Level 1:
Ψ−2,1(t) =
{
−T 2
− 1
2
G0 + (2t+ 1)T− 1
2
G− 1
2
− 2tL−1G0
−
t
2
(2t+ 3)G−1
} ∣∣∣∣∣−3t
2 + 3t+ 1
8t
〉
. (87)
Level 32 has two different singular vectors:
Ψ−3,1(t) =
{
−
2
3
T 3
− 1
2
G0 + (3t+ 1)T
2
− 1
2
G− 1
2
− 4tL−1T− 1
2
G0
−
1
3
(12t2 + 13t+ 3)G−1T− 1
2
+
2t
3
(3t+ 1)L−1G− 1
2
−
4t
3
G−1G− 1
2
G0
−
4t
3
(t− 1)T− 3
2
G0 + (2t
3 −
4
3
t2 −
8
3
t−
2
3
)G− 3
2
} ∣∣∣∣∣−8t
2 + 5t+ 1
8t
〉
, (88)
Ψ−1,3(t) =
{
−2T 3
− 1
2
G0 + (t+ 3)T
2
− 1
2
G− 1
2
+ 4tL−1T− 1
2
G0
−(t+ 3)G−1T− 1
2
− 2t(t+ 3)L−1G− 1
2
− 4tG−1G− 1
2
G0
+8T− 3
2
G0 − 2(t+ 3)G− 3
2
} ∣∣∣∣−5t+ 98t
〉
. (89)
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In the notation of definition 5.B we obtain:
Ψ−1,1(t) = (−2, t+ 1)
−
1
2
∣∣∣∣− t+ 18t
〉
, (90)
Ψ−2,1(t) = (−1, 2t+ 1)
−
1
∣∣∣∣∣−3t
2 + 3t+ 1
8t
〉
, (91)
Ψ−3,1(t) = (−
2
3
, 3t+ 1)−3
2
∣∣∣∣∣−8t
2 + 5t+ 1
8t
〉
, (92)
Ψ−1,3(t) = (−2, t+ 3)
−
3
2
∣∣∣∣−5t+ 98t
〉
. (93)
For t = ±1 we observe that Ψ−3,1 and Ψ
−
1,3 span a two-dimensional singular vector space,
as it was the case for their positive parity partners.
Ψ−3,1(1) = (−
2
3
, 4)−3
2
∣∣∣∣−74
〉
, (94)
Ψ−1,3(1) = (−2, 4)
−
3
2
∣∣∣∣−74
〉
, (95)
Ψ−3,1(−1) = (−
2
3
,−2)−3
2
∣∣∣∣12
〉
, (96)
Ψ−1,3(−1) = (−2, 2)
−
3
2
∣∣∣∣−12
〉
. (97)
B Examples of singular vectors in G-closed Verma modules
As discussed in section 8, the singular vectors Ψ±r,s ∈ V∆r,s , at levels
rs
2 , are always descendants
of the level zero singular vector Ψ−0 = G0
∣∣ c
24
〉
in the cases where ∆r,s(t) =
c
24 . This happens
for the values t = tGr,s = −
s
r , so that
c
24 =
r−s
8r . Therefore, the singular vectors Ψ
±
r,s are absent
in the G-closed Verma modules VGc
24
=
V c
24
G0| c24〉
. All singular vectors which we find in VGc
24
are
therefore subsingular vectors in V c
24
. Surprisingly enough, the only singular vectors we have
found in VGc
24
are exactly at the levels and for the modules where we would have expected Ψ±r,s
to appear, if they were not trivial in the quotient module. That is, they are located at levels
rs
2 in the Verma modules with t = −
s
r . In the following we will give all the singular vectors in
VGc
24
for levels 12 , 1, and
3
2 . These vectors are therefore subsingular vectors in V c24 .
Level 12 has singular vectors only for t = −1:
Υ+1,1(−1) = T− 1
2
|0〉G , (98)
Υ−1,1(−1) = G− 1
2
|0〉G . (99)
Level 1 has singular vectors only for t = −12 :
Υ+2,1(−
1
2
) =
{
T 2
− 1
2
− L−1
} ∣∣∣∣ 116
〉G
, (100)
Υ−2,1(−
1
2
) =
{
4T− 1
2
G− 1
2
−G−1
} ∣∣∣∣ 116
〉G
. (101)
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Level 32 has singular vectors only for t = −
1
3 and for t = −3:
Υ+3,1(−
1
3
) =
{
9T 3
− 1
2
− 18L−1T− 1
2
− 6G−1G− 1
2
+ 8T− 3
2
} ∣∣∣∣ 112
〉G
, (102)
Υ−3,1(−
1
3
) =
{
27T 2
− 1
2
G− 1
2
− 15G−1T− 1
2
− 6L−1G− 1
2
− 10G− 3
2
} ∣∣∣∣ 112
〉G
. (103)
Υ+1,3(−3) =
{
T 3
− 1
2
+ 6L−1T− 1
2
− 6G−1G− 1
2
− 4T− 3
2
} ∣∣∣∣−14
〉G
, (104)
Υ−1,3(−3) =
{
T 2
− 1
2
G− 1
2
−G−1T− 1
2
+ 6L−1G− 1
2
− 2G− 3
2
} ∣∣∣∣−14
〉G
. (105)
If we replace
∣∣r−s
8r
〉G
by
∣∣ r−s
8r
〉
the resulting singular vectors are thus subsingular vectors in the
Verma modules V r−s
8r
.
The appearance of these subsingular vectors is very closely related with an additional
vanishing condition for the singular vector G0
∣∣ c
24
〉
. That such an additional vanishing condi-
tion results in an additional null vector which is most likely subsingular will be proven in a
forthcoming publication15.
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